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TANGO FROM A HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE: A PERFORMER’S
SUPPLEMENT TO THE TANGO FAKE BOOK BY MARK WYMAN

Abstract

By Sarah L. Cosano
Washington State University
April 2011
Chair: Greg Yasinitsky
Argentine tango, which originated around 1890, has spanned just over a century in its
development and evolution. During this time, tango music has been integrated into many genres.
Despite this popularity, there is only a small body of research that discusses performance
technique, history, and musical lineage. This thesis is a supplement to The Tango Fake Book, a
book of lead sheets published by Mark Wyman in 2006. Five tango works from the text were
chosen, each representing a different period of tango history. These works are: “El Choclo”
(“The Ear of Corn”), “La Cumparsita” (“The Little Parade”), “Por una Cabeza” (“For a Head”),
“Sur” (“South”), and “Balada para un Loco” (“Ballad for a Crazy Person”). The reader is
provided with historical and social background, a brief composer biography, information that
differentiates the piece from other tango works, and recommended recordings. Each chapter then
concludes with a comparison of Mark Wyman’s lead sheet to a transcription of a tango musician,
demonstrating how these elements translate into performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Argentine tango, which is believed to have originated around 1890, has spanned just over
a century in its development and evolution. Though it remains a relatively young art form, the
popularity and support it has garnered has carried it through many stages of public use: from
intimate basement venues to Broadway-style “revues,” adolescent disco-pubs, and classical
concert halls. Despite tango’s welcome appearance in music and theater, much remains to be
researched about its history. Tango, more than a dance, has a unique story of its own.
Along with the story, there also is a practical aspect to tango that evokes important
questions. Why do tangueros, or those steeped in the tradition of tango, frequently sound
different from skilled performers who approach the music with a classical or jazz background?
What information could aid musicians in presenting a performance that acknowledges tango’s
unique history and influences?
In order to uncover specific elements that make tango unique from other genres, The
Tango Fake Book was consulted. This book, compiled by Mark Wyman and published by Delf
music, is one of the few legally published resources for tango lead sheets currently available. It
presents popular tango canciones, or songs, in the same format as a jazz fake book. “Fake book,”
according to The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, is defined as “An informal collection of scores
used by performing musicians and as a tool for learning.”1 Scores in The Tango Fake Book
contain basic melodies and chord symbols in an easy to read format. These scores differ from
1

Robert Whitmer and Barry Kernfeld, “Fake Book,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, 2nd ed, ed. Barry
Kernfeld, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010),
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/J14 4800 (accessed October 3, 2010).
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classical tango compositions, such as those by Astor Piazzolla, because articulation, dynamics,
and expressive choices are left to the performer’s discretion. This assumes that the performer has
adequate training and background knowledge to interpret the music, or to change the music if
necessary, to convey the character of the piece. The Tango Fake Book also includes a wide
spectrum of compositions by various composers, such as the pianist Osvaldo Pugliese and the
singer Carlos Gardel, each of whom represents a different period of tango’s development.
For this project, five works were selected in chronological order. Specifically, these
works are “El Choclo” (“The Ear of Corn”), “La Cumparsita” (“The Little Parade”), “Por una
Cabeza” (“For a Head”), “Sur” (“South”), and “Balada para un Loco” (“Ballad for a Crazy
Person”). The reader is provided with historical and social background, a brief composer
biography, information that differentiates the piece from other tango works, and recommended
recordings. Each chapter then concludes with a comparison of Mark Wyman’s lead sheet to a
transcription of a tango musician, demonstrating how these elements translate into performance.
For the transcriptions presented in this project, some nuances used by performers were
beyond the realm of standard notation and approximation was necessary to notate their
performance. This is especially evident in Roberto Goyeneche’s interpretation of “Sur” and
Amelita Baltar’s interpretation of “Balada para un Loco.” Note choices and rhythmic subdivision
in these pieces can be interpreted in more than one way, and these transcriptions are only a
sample.
Tango has yet to be researched and discussed as thoroughly in the English-speaking
world as other musical genres. Nevertheless, it has influenced many types of music. This project
presents tango’s expressive characteristics alongside its historical development, so that
performers can understand the context of a piece and apply stylistic concepts based on that

3

knowledge. Beyond performance, it is also the hope that this project will give scholars and
teachers tools that empower them to confidently share this great art form with the world.
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CHAPTER 2
EL CHOCLO (THE EAR OF CORN)

Though tango is a cosmopolitan art form that is known today for its influence on Buenos
Aires culture and tourism, it was not originally a pivotal force in Argentine society. In its early
stages, tango depended on a population whose primary concern was establishing a viable
livelihood and identity in a new country. Agriculture was especially important, because
Argentina was developing an international reputation for its abundance of natural resources. This
opportunity, coupled with excitement and luster of the “new world,” (for Argentina had just
codified its constitution and identity as the “Argentine Republic” in the year 1853)2 convinced
many immigrants to leave their home countries to take part in Argentina’s promising future.
Because of this reputation, and also because of Argentina’s agricultural possibilities, a
great wave of immigration occurred in the years 1853-1914. In the first national census of 1869,
the population of Argentina was 1,736,923. By the third national census in 1914 the population
had risen to 7,885,237.3 This drastic growth created an atmosphere of diverse cultures in port
cities like Buenos Aires, which proved to be an ideal environment for tango to emerge.
Ángel Villoldo, who lived from 1861-1919, was a working class artist and poet during
Argentina’s population boom. His works have since earned him the title “Father of Tango,”
though this designation may be somewhat exaggerated.4 Villoldo is responsible for a surprisingly
large repertoire of tango music, which is notable because the genre was not a recognizable form

2

Daniel K. Lewis, ed. Frank W. Thackeray and John E. Findling, The History of Argentina (Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 2001), 54.
3
Lewis, 54-55.
4
Ricardo García Blaya, ed. Bruno Cespi et al, “Ángel Villoldo,” Todo Tango,
http://www.todotango.com/english/Home.aspx (accessed September 2, 2010).
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at its outset. In these compositions, Villoldo’s lyrics often portrayed an affinity with common
people, and he wittily poked fun at established and proper ways of living. The primary pieces of
Villoldo’s that have remained in the tango repertoire since his death are “El Torito” (“The Little
Bull”), “Cuidado con los Cincuenta,” (“Careful with the Fifty”), “Una Fija” (“A Fixed One”),
“Yunta Brava” (“Tough Group”), “La Bicicleta” (“The Bicycle”), “La Morocha” (“The
Brunette”), “El Pimpollo” (“The Flower Bud” or “Sapling”), “Pineral” (an aperitif brand), and
“Trigo Limpio” (“Clean Wheat”).5 The most famous of these works is “El Choclo.”
“El Choclo” was written in 1903, though it was formally premiered two years later at
Restaurante Americano, a restaurant that catered to the upper class of early Buenos Aires society.
At that time, performing a tango in a respectable venue was not a common occurrence. Tango
was considered folk music of the neighboring regions, or at the very least, music of a lower
social class than patrons of these establishments. Nonetheless, Villoldo convinced Jose Luís
Roncallo to introduce it as a danza criolla, or Creole dance, and perform it under this guise with
his orchestra.6
This humbly-named danza criolla contained more than the simple title suggested,
because “El Choclo” drew from influences as far away as Spain. Because of extensive
immigration to Argentina at the turn of the century, numerous elements influenced tango’s
formative years. Some of these factors have remained in the music as distinguishing
characteristics from that period. “El Choclo” demonstrates how early tango integrated with world
influences through its use of meter, instrumentation, and lyrics.

5

Blaya, under “Ángel Villoldo.”
Alberto Paz, “Tango Lyrics in Spanish and English: El Choclo,” Planet Tango, http://www.planet-tango.com
(accessed September 5, 2010).
6
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Tango rhythmic concept primarily came from three music types: habanera, which arrived
from Cuba and Spain, candombe, which was transported from Angola and the Congo, and
milonga, which was carried to Buenos Aires from Brazil and Portugal.7 The habanera is a
“Cuban dance in slow duple time,”8 the candombe is a musical genre that uses drums of differing
sizes and complex polyrhythms,9 and the milonga is a fast-paced predecessor to tango that is
frequently performed in 2/4.10 The Andalusian tango is also included in Robert Farris
Thompson’s analysis.11 Of the four, the habanera, which consists of a dotted eighth note coupled
with a sixteenth, followed by two eighths,12 is the most discernable because the bass line
naturally emphasizes points in the melodic line that coincide with it.13
Early tango instrumentation was notably different from instrumentation used in the later
part of the century, and this piece suggests a smaller ensemble. Tango ensembles of this period
were usually composed of violin, flute, guitar, and on some occasions, a singer.14 The
“bandoneón,” which now holds a crucial role in tango music, was only beginning to be used in
Argentina by 191515 and it was not likely to be the central melody bearer at that time. A
bandoneón is an instrument with similar construction to a concertina; a performer produces
sound by opening and closing a bellows while using different finger combinations to change the

7

Robert Farris Thompson, Tango: the Art History of Love (New York: Pantheon Books, 2005), 173.
“Habanera,” in Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/habanera
(accessed March 27, 2011).
9
“What is Candombe?” in Candombe, http://www.candombe.com/english.html (accessed March 27, 2011).
10
Gabriela Mauriño, “Tango and Milonga: A Close Relationship,” in Libertango,
http://www.nytutoring.com/libertango/articles/Tango_Milonga.html (accessed March 27, 2011).
11
Thompson, 55.
12
Oscar De Buenosaires, Tango, A Bibliography: Books, History, People, Words (Albuquerque, NM: FOG
Publications, 1991), 7.
13
Thompson, 82-122.
14
Oscar Del Priore, El Tango de Villoldo a Piazzolla y Después (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Manantial SRL, 1999),
42-43.
15
Horacio Ferrer, El Libro Del Tango: Cronica & Diccionario 1850-1977 (Buenos Aires: Editorial Galerna, 1977),
275.
8
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notes. In “El Choclo,” the percussive strumming, along with melodic material set in periodic
phrasing, suggests that an intimate group would best evoke the essence of the piece. The
majority of “El Choclo’s” early performances contained only Villoldo singing the lyrics, while
accompanying himself on guitar.16
Finally, it is useful to examine the lyrics in “El Choclo.” According to Jorge Gottling,
there are nine themes that commonly exist in tango texts: skepticism or distrust, an angelic
mother, the end to a couple’s love affair, a lover’s reencounter, revenge, a knife fight, the
evanescent qualities of love, alcohol dependency, and gambling.17 On the surface, “El Choclo”
does not convey any of these themes. Rather, it seems to depict a pastoral scene by describing a
couple cooking dinner together in their home.
From a grain, is born the plant
That much later gives us corn.
Because of this, from the throat
He said that he was humble.
And since I am nothing
More than a famous tanguero,
I murmur joyfully
Of its importance.
The corn cobs that they have
With ears of gold.
These are the ones that I adore
With tender passion.
When working
Full of thorns
I am in stubble
Like a humble worker.
Of washed blondness
In long strands
I contemplate pairs.
If it is like growing
16
17

Blaya, under “Ángel Villoldo.”
Thompson, 27.
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With this moustache
That the virgin ground
Who, to the noble countrymen
Is so often used to providing.
Sometimes the corn
Here in the hearths
Calms the passions
And professions of love
As some countrymen
Are cooking it.
Meanwhile another is preparing
A good mate.18
Later, when the humita19
Is prepared
Underneath the canopy
The pericón20 is heard.
And together along the edge
Of a neglected shelter
Arises from a chest
This joyful song.21
Though “El Choclo” seems to portray an innocent family scene, Donald Castro, author of
The Argentine Tango as Social History, presents an intriguing approach to the lyrics. He suggests
that “El Choclo,” along with other lyrics of that time, were written with a different intention.
According to Castro, “El Choclo” is not about an ear of corn but rather about a man’s penis.
Castro also references works by other authors, such Bartolo’s “flute with only one hole,” which
reveals a sexual side to what originally seems to be simple inspiration.22

18

An ethnic beverage similar to tea. The leaves and sticks are put directly into a gourd or wooden container, and the
drinker uses a metal straw (called a bombilla) to drink hot water that is poured through the mixture.
19
A food similar to tamales. Alberto Cosano, interview by author, Pullman, WA, September 5, 2010.
20
An Argentine dance accompanied by guitar. Cosano, September 5, 2010.
21
Lyrics translated by author. Original Spanish lyrics in Appendix, page 62.
Ricardo García Blaya, “El Choclo: Villoldo,” TodoTango, https://www.todotango.com/musica/tema/595/El-choclo[Villoldo] (accessed February 24, 2022).
22
Donald S. Castro, The Argentine Tango as Social History, 1880-1955: The Soul of the People (San Francisco:
Mellen Research University Press, 1990), 43.
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Even if one rejects Castro’s proposal and chooses to believe that an innocent cob of corn
was the only subject of Villoldo’s lyrics, the text of “El Choclo” still experienced many changes
in its formative years. Because of its popularity, the song was adopted by other musicians and
given two new sets of lyrics. The first new text was written by Juan Carlos Marabio Catán in
1930, and a second text was written by Enrique Santos Discépolo in 1946.23 Notice the drastic
thematic change in Marambio Catán’s version from a joking and witty song to a dark and somber
lament.
Old milonga that in my hours of sadness
Brings to my mind an affectionate reminiscence.
And chaining me to your notes sweetly
I feel my soul shrinking little by little.
Sad memory of a past, that in my life
Left a bloody page written by hand
And has taken away the cross of my torture
Although my infamous burden fills me with pain.
[…]
Dear tango, old tango that seizes me
With the cadence of your felt music
I want to die by the cooing of your sorrows
Singing my laments, crying my pain
Remembering this time, so pretty that it has
Gone away. 24

Like Marambio, Discepolo’s version displays a serious text, though it is wrought with a
more pointed despair, as if building upon what was written before by Marambio. In “El Choclo,”
Villoldo’s light-hearted approach to subject matter, habanera rhythms, and small group
instrumentation all display elements of early tango.
23
24

Paz, under “Tango Lyrics in Spanish and English: El Choclo.”
Paz, under “Tango Lyrics in Spanish and English: El Choclo.” Original Spanish lyrics in Appendix, page 64.
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Following this chapter is Mark Wyman’s lead sheet and a transcription of “El Choclo,”
played by Horacio Salgán and Ubaldo De Lío on the CD Salgán - De Lío Tangos ’91.25 In order
to demonstrate improvised rhythms and articulations clearly, the performance has been
transcribed in 4/4 meter instead of 2/4, differing from the lead sheet in the Tango Fake Book.
The lead sheet, shown in Figure 2.1, displays the melody of “El Choclo” in sixteenth notes. This
creates complicated thirty-second note clusters and sixteenth-triplet turns when juxtaposed with
Salgán’s interpretation. By extending the melody to eighth note rhythms, room is left on the page
for dynamics, ornamentation, and other expressive devices.
Whether in 4/4 or 2/4, Figure 2.2 shows the rhythmic influence of early tango by its use
of habanera accents. Salgán emphasizes beats one and three from the beginning to measure 12,
providing an overall pulse that reflects habanera. The habanera influence also is reflected in the
melodic line. The rhythm contains an underlying eighth note that is coupled with a sixteenth.
This is then followed by two eighths.
Alongside accents that suggest a habanera rhythm, articulation is also an integral aspect
to “El Choclo.” The piano, which provides the melody, uses articulation to convey emotion and
stylistic emphasis. Compared to the singers of “Por Una Cabeza” and “Sur” that are analyzed
later in the project, the piano in this transcription does not contain much dynamic range. Yet,
Salgán’s use of staccato and legato separates playful sections from more serious moments (for
example, measures 24-28 versus 17-20).
Finally, just as the original purpose of “El Choclo” was for a small ensemble of players,
the Salgán-De Lío duo demonstrates the advantage of using reduced instrumentation. This can be

25

Horacio Salgán, and Ubaldo De Lio, “El Choclo,” in Salgán-De Lio ‘91 (France: Milan Sur, 1991),
compact disc.
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seen in the group’s approach to melody. Though ornamentation is relatively common in tango
music, ornamentation found in this transcription differs from tango performances by other
instruments.
In this recording, Salgán ornaments the beginnings and ends of phrases by noticeably
changing the melody from its original form. In a larger group, ornamentation would be either a
brief figure or an obbligato passage, but the melody would still be prevalent in the texture. In
contrast, Salgán introduces in the very first measure a sixteenth-triplet pick up that doesn’t exist
in the original score. An even more a striking example is the flourish that he uses in measures 22
and 30.
This Salgán-De Lío transcription of “El Choclo” demonstrates habanera influence and
the expressive approach of a small ensemble. This CD is out of print (as of 2011) and its songs
can only be found in scattered tango compilations. For further study, other recommended artists
are Tita Merello, Carlos Figari, and Julio De Caro.

12

Figure 2.1: The Tango Fake Book lead sheet of “El Choclo.”
© 2006 Mark Wyman/Delf Music. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Delf Music.
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14

Figure 2.2: Transcription of “El Choclo” performed by Salgán and De Lío.
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CHAPTER 3
LA CUMPARSITA (THE LITTLE PARADE)

As the great wave of immigration slowed at the turn of the twentieth century, new
residents of Buenos Aires and the surrounding Río de la Plata region expanded the country’s
infrastructure with industry, manufacturing, and business. By 1910, only twenty-one percent of
domestic industry owners were native Argentineans.26 This workplace growth, combined with
economic advantages that some residents brought with them, created a social system that quickly
separated the wealthy from the poor.
According to Jonathon Brown, “while the phenomenal export-led development between
1880 and 1916 had expanded the nation’s wealth, it had done nothing to equalize the distribution
of income.”27 Class division could be seen by comparing sprawling estancias, or ranches, to the
thatched huts of suburbios, or poor neighborhoods, around Buenos Aires. As heightened
economic divisions became more apparent, crime rates also grew.
Crime in the Río de la Plata region is important to the story of tango, because criminals
had a jerga, or slang, language that was used in their community. The lexicon of these words is
today known as lunfardo. This language became so inextricably integrated into tango that often
lyrics translated only from Spanish do not make sense without accounting for the slang words
separately.
Luis María Drago was the first criminologist to discover lunfardo in criminal circles;
Antonio Dellepiane subsequently presented further studies. Today, “modern Argentine scholars
have analyzed the lexicon collected by the authors prior to 1920 and have come up with a list of
26
27

Jonathon C. Brown, A Brief History of Argentina (New York: Facts on File Incorporated, 2003), 159.
Brown, 169.
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some 4,000-5,000 words collected during that period.”28 In 1962, the Academia Porteña del
Lunfardo was formed to promote “research of the evolution of colloquial language in Buenos
Aires.”29 This suggests not only acceptance of the originally criminal lunfardo, but also an
establishment of its legitimacy in Argentinean society.
Gerardo Matos Rodríguez was not a criminal, nor was he from the poor working class.
For that matter, he was not even Argentinean. Yet his piece, “La Cumparsita,” is a clear
representation of tango’s characteristics during the period from 1915-1930. Rodríguez drew from
the many influences that surrounded him during his Río De La Plata childhood. The lyrics of “La
Cumparsita” speak for those who otherwise may not have had a voice.
Rodríguez, who also was known by the nickname Becho, was born in Montevideo,
Uruguay in 1897. His father was the owner of Moulin Rouge, a popular cabaret in Montevideo,
and the music performed there influenced his compositional approach from an early age. Though
Rodríguez showed promise as an aspiring musician, he instead chose to study architecture at the
university in his hometown. In the end, he never completed this degree.30
“La Cumparsita” was not a culminating masterpiece from Rodríguez’s long and
successful career. Instead, it was a simple song written for a carnival celebration that was
organized by the Uruguayan Federación de Estudiantes. The Federación de Estudiantes is a
group whose goal is to promote rights and liberties for students, representing their interests on a

28

Castro, 39.
José Gobello, “Historia,” Academia Porteña del Lunfardo, http://www.todotango.com/alunfardo/historia.asp
(accessed October 12, 2010).
30
Horacio Ferrer, “Gerardo Matos Rodríguez,” under The Artists, Musicians, Todo Tango,
http://www.todotango.com/english/creadores/gmRodríguez.asp (accessed October 17, 2010).
29
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national level.31 Rodríguez began attending university at the age of seventeen years old and in an
effort to pay for his studies, he approached a company about publishing his piece. The publishing
house, Breyer Brothers, rejected his proposed sum and replaced it with counteroffer of 50 pesos
and transference of ownership rights to them, with 30 copies printed for the composer’s use.32
Naively, Rodríguez accepted the offer.
It was only when Rodríguez visited Buenos Aires that he realized the mistake he had
made by selling his work. “La Cumparsita” was being performed widely throughout the city, and
its popularity was quickly spreading to Paris. Today it is arguably the most popular tango of all
time.33 This song also had acquired a new set of lyrics that bore little resemblance to the original.
Even more frustrating was the fact that they were written by Enrique P. Maroni and Pascual
Contursi without Rodríguez’s permission.
During a trip to Paris in 1923, Rodríguez confided with a friend, who happened to be a
lawyer, about his ill fortune concerning “La Cumparsita.” This lawyer, with the help of the
Asociación Argentina de Autores y Compositores de Música, or Argentinean Association of
Authors and Composers of Music, regained royalties and some of the rights for Rodríguez’s
work. The lawsuit was decided in favor of Rodríguez because he signed the contract while he
was a minor, therefore rendering the negotiation invalid.34

31

“¿Que es la FEUU?” under La FEUU, Federación de Estudiantes Universitarios del Uruguay,
http://www.feuu.edu.uy//index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=12&Itemid=27 (accessed March 27,
2011).
32
Alberto Alonso, La Cumparsita: Historia Del Famoso Tango y de su Autor (Montevideo, Uruguay: Editores
Mosco Hnos S.A, 1966), 23.
33
Ferrer, under “Gerardo Matos Rodríguez.”
34
Alonso, 34.
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Figure 3.1: Counteroffer from Breyer Bros. to buy “La Cumparsita” at a reduced price.35

The popular success of “La Cumparsita” suggested that Rodríguez had a special talent; he
could compose music that connected with people. Astor Piazzolla, a composer known later for
his tango contributions to classical music, was not impressed with the work. He called it, “the
poorest piece of harmony you could ask for,” though he himself recorded it at least four times in
his career.36 Beyond the catchy melody, “La Cumparsita” contains historically identifying traits
from the period of 1915-1930. These included the lyrics, which contain lunfardo in the Contursi

35
36

Alonso, 23.
Thompson, 171.

19

version and have a more serious subject matter than earlier tango lyrics, and the arrastre, which
has a noticeable “dragging” effect in the melodic rhythm.37
The original lyrics by Rodríguez in “La Cumparsita” convey a somber theme, describing
the loss of a loved one and subsequent guilt. This differs from lyrics in early tango criollo, such
as “El Choclo,” because tango criollo (or “creole tango”) referred to countrymen with a
lighthearted approach. In contrast, Rodríguez’s piece is heart wrenching and full of despair, with
only a brief glimpse of hope expressed in the last few lines.

The parade
Of endless miseries
Marches
Around him, in a state
Of sickness.
He, who should soon die
Of grief.
This is why, in his bed,
He sobs with anguish.
Remembering the past
Causes him suffering.
He abandoned his mother
Who was helpless.
And, crazy with passion,
Possessed by love,
Ran
After his beloved
Who was beautiful, who was bewitching.
She was the flower of lust
That deceived his love
Until she grew tired
And left him for another.
A long time afterwards,
He returned to
His childhood home
37
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To be able to heal
His sick
And wounded heart.
And he found
That his holy mother
Whom he abandoned
Had died of cold
The winter before.
Now he is completely alone
The sad path of his destiny
Anxiously waiting for death
That should arrive quickly.
And within the sad coldness
That slowly invaded his heart
He felt the crude sensation
Of his wickedness.
In the shadows
His anguished breath
Is heard
To which
Before dying,
He smiles
Because a sweet peace is coming
He felt that from heaven
The good mother
Mitigated his pain
By forgiving his transgression.38
The other set of lyrics written by Enrique Maroni and Pascual Contursi in 1924 were
substituted without Rodríguez’s permission, and they quickly became more popular than
Rodríguez’s. This led the original author to file another lawsuit, which ended in a settlement
between the three parties.39 The biggest difference in the second set of lyrics is the subject
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matter. Rather than the lament of a distraught son, the lyrics of Contursi and Maroni present
musings on an elusive female. Contursi also was more familiar with lunfardo than Rodríguez. He
used words from the lunfardo vernacular to color his descriptions, such as percanta, which
means woman, and cotorro, which means a poor room, possibly used for sexual relations.40
Though the subject matter varies between each set of lyrics, one will find that a common thread
exists in both versions. The lyrics of “La Cumparsita” and “La Cumparsita: Si Supieras” both
contained unfulfilled desires, an important theme of that period.
This concept of yearning, frequently present in lyrics from this time, can also be heard
through the instrumental phrasing. Arrastre, which literally means “dragging,” was just
beginning to appear in tango music, and “La Cumparsita” utilized this technique to emphasize
division between even-numbered phrases. An arrastre is complicated to define in music, because
it means both rhythm and concealment of rhythm at the same time. In dance, the arrastre is a
motion where the partner drags his or her foot between two separate steps. These steps can be
either a walk, where the motion continues in the same direction, or a turn, where the motion
creates an L-shape.41 Tango musicians translated this movement into a sound that mimicked a
drumroll, though one important element was missing: the drummer. Percussion was not included
in tango ensembles during that period, and players mimicked dance arrastres with stringed
instruments, pianos, or bandoneones.
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This is a picture of what arrastre looks like.42

Figure 3.2: Picture of arrastre in dance.
Horacio Salgán, a famous musician from Buenos Aires, defines arrastre as “intense
rhythmic slurring of several notes together.”43 The action can be completed in several ways,
depending on the instrument used. Pianists can create an arrastre by using the base of their palm
or a single finger to sweep upwards on the keyboard. Bass players can create this effect by
sliding their left hand between indefinite positions on the neck, purposefully blurring note
distinctions. Violinists can use their bow to slide across a chromatic scale upwards or
downwards.44 An arrastre differs from a glissando because it has a percussive ending. This is
similar to the snap of a drumstick at the end of a drum roll.
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From arrastres to texts filled with yearning, “La Cumparsita” shows characteristics that
were previously absent in tango compositions by Villoldo and his contemporaries. Buenos Aires
society and the surrounding Río de la Plata region was changing rapidly, and music from this
period reflected these differences. The appearance of despair and longing in lyrics, the use of
slang that infiltrated formal Spanish, and the manifestation of unfulfilled desire with arrastre
paved the way for a new era of tango: the Golden Age.
The Mark Wyman lead sheet of “La Cumparsita” is displayed in Figure 3.3 at the end of
this chapter. It can be compared to Figure 3.4, which is a transcription performed by the Juan
D’Arienzo45 and his orquesta típica.46 The D’Arienzo transcription portrays some characteristics
of early tango, namely the use of arrastre and an emphasis on bandoneón, an instrument that was
new to the Buenos Aires music scene. By listening to the violins, one can hear the approach
tango instrumentalists take when performing this music. Instead of relying solely on notes and
rhythms that are written on the page, they also rely on their ears and memory to play the figures.
Of the three characteristics mentioned above, namely arrastre, bandoneón use, and a
listening-based approach, the most important aspect to notice in this transcription is a presence of
arrastre. Arrastre, or glissando-like dragging, can be heard in the piano part in the following
places: beat one of measure 5, the final beat of measure 26, beat one of
measure 34, the final beat of measure 34, and the final beat of measure 53. There is also a
prevalent accentuation that produces a similar effect in the strings and bandoneón. This accent is
in the first measure of each two bar phrase in the A section. Specifically, that is measure 1, 2, 6,
and any measures that have the minor seventh leap in the melody.
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Along with arrastres and accents, a reliance on bandoneón surfaces in the orchestra’s
instrumentation. Though the bandoneón was only beginning to come of age during the early
1900s, its mannerisms were distinct from other European instruments. The bandoneón had an
ability to conquer technical passages in a way that would directly influence the sound of tango in
the years to come. In measure 31 the bandoneón sails to almost three octaves in a sweeping line,
embellishing the melody with its obbligato phrase. Its construction as a reed-driven instrument
allows for a breath-like dynamic contrast in measures 38-42 as well.
In this particular recording, a moment happens that is important to note. In measure 23,
the first violin begins the phrase early. This is not uncommon, as other recordings of “La
Cumparsita” have early or late entrances in other places. Rather than an isolated accident, the
violinist’s moment points to a deeper principle of tango music: tango music is an aural tradition
that uses written material as a basic sketch to remind musicians. Precision is second in
importance to the overall phrasing.
In a newer version of Orquesta Escuela de Tango playing “La Cumparsita,”47 numerous
variations exist in the rhythmic cells. This is interesting, because the Orquesta Escuela de Tango
seems to be performing a transcription of the original rather than their own arrangement. In the
Escuela recording, measure 46 is a dotted eighth and sixteenth combination, while the D’Arienzo
recording contains straight eighths. In measure 7 of the Escuela recording, the Eb isn’t played
until the last few sixteenths of beat two, while the D’Arienzo version immediately places the
figure on the downbeat. This fact also explains how orchestras were able to follow the
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rhythmically free singers of the “Golden Age.” They could hear the melody as it passed, while
exact meter was secondary in importance.
The compact disc Bien Pulenta displays the use of arrastre, hints at a growing
importance of the newly discovered bandoneón, and reveals that tango musicians perform
primarily by ear. Juan D’Arienzo is a good starting point for discovering these characteristics.
Other recommended interpretations of “La Cumparsita” are the Orquesta Escuela de Tango,
Carlos Gardel, Bernardo Monk, and Sexteto Mayor.
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Figure 3.3: The Tango Fake Book lead sheet of “La Cumparsita.”
© 2006 Mark Wyman/Delf Music. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Delf Music.
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Figure 3.4: Transcription of “La Cumparsita” performed by Juan D’Arienzo
and his orquesta típica.
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CHAPTER 4
POR UNA CABEZA (FOR A HEAD)

The “Golden Age” of tango, which is defined as the period from 1935 to 1952, was a
tumultuous period in Argentine history. Hipólito Yrigoyen, who had won the presidency in 1916,
was faced with the reality of World War I and a growing economic disparity between classes. In
1928, the Great Depression emerged in Argentina. International markets faltered and worldwide
demand shifted away from the materials that Argentina was able to provide.
Aided by difficult living conditions and growing dissatisfaction within the population, a
military group led by General José F. Uriburu overthrew Yrigoyen’s government on September
6, 1930. Large crowds supported this military takeover, cheering in the streets as six hundred
academy cadets and nine hundred troops marched towards the Casa Rosada. 48 The military
government stated in their manifesto,
The administrative inertia and corruption, the absence of
justice, the anarchy in the universities, the improvisation and
mismanagement in economic and financial matters, the decadent
favoritism as a bureaucratic system, the politicking as the principal
task of government … and the crime are scarcely a pallid reflection
of that which the country has had to support.
On appealing to the power to liberate the Nation of this
ominous regime, we have been inspired by one high and generous
ideal. The facts will demonstrate that we are guided by no other
aim than the good of the Nation.49
The young democratic system that was just taking root in Argentina at the turn of the
century was quickly shattered, replaced by a military dictatorship that lasted until 1940. The
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period from 1932-1940 is also known as Década Infame, or the Infamous Decade. This rise of
the first military government in Argentina set a precedent for later years; the country experienced
fourteen military presidents and only eleven civilian presidents by the end of the twentieth
century.50
Argentineans, filled with hope for the future, did not foresee the detrimental effects that
were to come under Uriburu’s leadership. Carlos Gardel, the composer of “Por Una Cabeza,”
even wrote a victorious song to commemorate the event,
An airplane cut through the gray mist,
It was the triumphant dawn of the revolution.
And as of old, in the immortal year 1810,
The people, radiant with pride, filled the streets.
Long live our nation! And the glory of being free…
Proud to be Argentines
As we trace our new destiny.51
However, the true goals of this government became more apparent when those with power
worked to keep a rigid social system in place. Citizens quickly realized that the equality and
justice promoted in the manifesto of 1930 was nothing more than campaign propaganda.
Carlos Gardel, who lived from 1890-1935, had a persona well-suited for the Década
Infame period of Argentine history. Internally, the country was ruled by the military. Externally,
the Great Depression was taking a toll on the working class. People searched for a hero to inspire
them during this time of instability. Because of this societal need, Gardel and his legacy became
unmatched in the history of tango. He not only was the first tanguero52 to reach superstar status,
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but his image evolved over time into an almost god-like figure. Simon Collier in The Life, Music,
and Times of Carlos Gardel, “all too many of [Gardel’s] admirers have been content to view
him as a semi-mythical figure surrounded by an alluring aura of mystery—as, essentially, an
immortal memory.”53
Gardel was born in the small town of Toulouse, France under the name Charles Romuald
Gardes.54 He moved with his mother to South America when he was young, and they claimed
Argentinean citizenship by the time he was a teenager. Gardel also spent time in Uruguay, a
factor that fosters debate as to his official nationality. Carlos Gardel’s early years were spent
working as a stagehand in theaters and operas, and he regularly participated in impromptu tango
competitions during his free time. His youth was spent in the barrio, or neighborhood of
Mercado de Abasto. It was here that he met José Pepe Razzano, who was his preferred duo
partner for informal singing tours to neighboring areas from 1917-1925.
Due to his affiliation with the Mercado de Abasto cultural scene, Gardel was familiar
with an identity common to tango in the 1930s: the compadrito. The definition of a compadrito
has many permutations. Some define a compadrito as a “male of the urban slums, arrogant and
defiant, a ruffian, usually also a pimp.”55 A compadrito is also a “ladies man of tango,”56 or one
“who has a fanciful and exaggerated style, with a high-heeled half-boot and a narrow slouch hat,
generally with a peculiar or contrived appearance, with which he wants to make himself
noticed.”57 Though the definition of compadrito may vary, this character is generally not
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perceived as a threat to society, but rather an exaggerated personality whose sense of image is
foremost.
Gardel, whether by affected appearance or natural disposition, fit comfortably within the
tango compadrito role. He was a crooning tenor who performed tango-canciones, or tango songs,
to an adoring public. Tango canción was a genre that emphasized the role of singers, first
pioneered by Pascual Contursi and Samuel Castriota with their composition “Mi Noche Triste.”58
Gardel, a master of this new tango genre, can be seen in pictures wearing a pressed suit with his
hat cocked to one side as he smiles broadly to the camera. Carlos Gardel was the hero that people
were looking for, a man with no worries in the world besides music and appearance.
Though “worry free” tango canción lyrics still expressed suffering, it was a form of
suffering experienced though the world of love and luxury, rather than political protest or daily
sustenance. “Por Una Cabeza,” with lyrics written by Alfredo La Pera and music composed by
Carlos Gardel, was popular because it delved into the lifestyle of a compadrito, exploring his
weakness in women and gambling. Carlos Gardel was himself an avid gambler, and this song
carries a personal element as he compares his addiction to horse races with his affection to
women.
Losing by the head of a noble horse
Who slackens just down the stretch
And when it comes back it seems to say:
Don’t forget, brother,
You know you shouldn’t bet.
Losing by a head, instant violent love
Of that flirtatious and cheerful woman
Who, swearing with a smile
58
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A love she’s lying about,
Burns in a blaze all my love.
Losing by a head, there was all that madness;
Her mouth in a kiss wipes out the sadness,
It soothes the bitterness.
Losing by a head if she forgets me,
No matter to lose my life a thousand times;
In order to live.
Many deceptions, losing by a head…
I swore a thousand times not to insist again
But if a look sways me as she passes by
Her lips of fire, I want to kiss once more.
Enough of race tracks, no more gambling,
A challenging finish I’m not watching again,
But if a pony looks like a sure thing on Sunday
I’ll be everything again, what else can I do?59

Extravagant subject matter, such as the gambling theme in “Por Una Cabeza,” provided
an escape to people in the post-World War I era. Rather than a harsh reality dictated by the
transient availability of work, food, and human rights, the tango canción was a utopia where
dreams and desires were foremost. Heroes were made with natural talent and good looks. The
compadrito, a debonair gentleman with no cares in the world save for suffering in his heart,
amassed a large following during this time. This helped the musical period from 1935-1952 to
earn the title “The Golden Age.”
Carlos Gardel, a young man who began his career as a humble stagehand, ultimately
became the “ambassador of tango,” drawing international audiences in with his heartfelt singing
59
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and handsome visage. By 1930, the use of poetically expressive tango had finally come to
fruition, and the stage was set for musicians to extend beyond cabarets and social clubs to larger
and more prestigious venues.
At the end of this chapter is The Tango Fake Book lead sheet in Figure 4.1, followed by a
transcription of “Por Una Cabeza” performed by Carlos Gardel60 in Figure 4.2. Compared to
instrumentalists, Gardel has a noticeable amount of tempo and rhythmic variation. Words are
foremost in the phrasing, and one can see how vowels and consonants affect his articulation and
phrasing. The dynamics are pronounced in this work, more than the other four pieces selected for
this project. Finally, orchestration emphasizes the compradrito “star” with a simplified orchestral
accompaniment and background vocals. It is especially intriguing to compare this transcription
with the version in The Tango Fake Book. The rigidity of the rhythmic cells and lack of
dynamics in the lead sheet form a stark contrast to Gardel’s live performance.
In most instances, tempo variation in “Por Una Cabeza” is expressed by rushing the first
part of the phrase and slowing down at the end. This happens frequently during the
A-major section, which includes measures 1-17, though the clearest example can be heard in
measures 14-16. The pickups to measure 14 brings the low C# to an early resolution, ahead of its
accompanying chord. In a similar way, the ritardando in measure 16 is pronounced as it signifies
the closing of a major key before the music moves to minor.
Rhythm is markedly different in the Gardel transcription. The figures in the original lead
sheet are notated in sixteenth notes, whereas the majority of rhythmic figures in Gardel’s live
performance are triplets. By doing this, Gardel brings to light an important feature that tango
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performers, especially tango singers, use. A great amount of rhythm in this music utilizes triplet
figurations. There is no difficulty in finding examples, as the first two measures consist
exclusively of triplet rhythms. Nearly every measure following that also has some form of triplet
rhythm.
Along with a difference in tempo and rhythm, the hierarchy of roles between orchestra
and soloist directly emphasizes the importance of a compradrito. Much like the opera tradition in
early eighteenth-century Italy, the orchestra supports its soloist as a primary goal. Melodic
material in the orchestra only exists briefly in the introduction. In this recording, the orchestra
bends and flexes with Gardel’s phrasing, always subservient to his interpretation.
Tempo, rhythm, and orchestral roles all display a new, romanticized approach to tango
music in Gardel’s performance of “Por Una Cabeza.” No longer was tango simply dance music
performed by a small ensemble in a bar. In the Golden Age of tango, pieces like “Por una
Cabeza” forged a new role as grand entertainment, providing people an escape from the reality
they lived in.
This song was written during a period when recordings were coming into vogue. As a
result, there are multiple versions of Carlos Gardel singing this piece. Though other artists have
recorded “Por una Cabeza,” Gardel’s performance is considered the definitive interpretation. It
would be useful to obtain a few interpretations by Gardel and compare them with each other for
further research.
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Figure 4.1: The Tango Fake Book lead sheet of “Por Una Cabeza.”
© 2006 Mark Wyman/Delf Music. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Delf Music.
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Figure 4.2: Transcription of “Por Una Cabeza” performed by Carlos Gardel.
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CHAPTER 5
SUR (SOUTH)

Argentina’s Década Infame, or Infamous Decade ruled by military government, ended in
the same way that it began. Although the Concordancia party maintained control for three
presidencies after Uriburu, Argentine citizens were dissatisfied with the government and
demanded change. In 1943, a military coup led by General Arturo Rawson drove President
Ramón S. Castillo to resign his post, signaling an end to this tumultuous period.
The army captain Juan Perón, who was a past representative of the Concordancia,
became head of the Labor Department during the turnover. He immediately began working
within his department to change governmental approaches to union negotiations. Shortly after
Perón was named Labor Department chair, railroad strikes broke out. He responded by giving
major concessions to the workers, including a pay raise and changes in work obligations.61 This
pattern was repeated many times, helping the young director to develop a rapport with the
working class that eventually aided in his election to president.
In 1946, following an unsubstantiated arrest by the president for political heresy, Perón’s
supporters demanded his release and reinstatement. In order to calm demonstrative crowds and
settle the unstable social atmosphere, President Farrell held an election. Juan Perón won the
presidency in this election with 54 percent of the votes, holding his position from 1946-55.62
This appointment signified the beginning of a period in Argentine history known as
“Peronismo,” or Perón’s own descriptive term, “Justicialismo.”63 Through Perón, Argentina
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experienced a period of major social reform, an expansion of its international presence, and an
extreme polarization of political factions.
Many Argentineans today look back at the Perón period with nostalgia. Juan Perón
aggressively promoted workplace standards with policies that created housing programs, pension
plans, minimum wage, vacations, medical services, and overtime pay. Influenced by his wife’s
ideals, the Fundación de Ayuda Social, or Social Aid Foundation, was established. This
foundation formed an infrastructure that supported hospitals, charities, disaster relief, and food
programs. By 1947, women obtained the right to vote.
Though Perón brought much-needed relief to the working class, there was also a dark
side to his socially-conscious policy. Juan Perón did not appreciate intellectual opposition and he
only mildly tolerated weakness of character. This affected tango dramatically, because
intellectuals and poets during the Justicialismo era could not express opinions that were contrary
to the ideal state that Perón promoted. “Supporters of the Democratic Union … faced
harassment. Universities and public schools fell under tight restrictions. Professors and
administrators identified as political enemies lost their jobs.”64 This era from 1943 to 1955 was
anathema to tango. Salacious lyrics portraying selfish attitudes were banned, despite their
importance in the context of tango.
In 1944, two years before Perón became president, Monseigneur Gustavo Franceschi
imposed regulations to censor music played on the radio. Franceschi’s goal was to purify
Argentine Spanish and “protect youth from the corrupting influence of the tango.”65 Some songs,
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such as “El Ciruja,” 66 were banned from radio stations because of their subject matter, while
others were forced to change their lyrics. Numerous tango titles were also changed. The innocent
title “Milonguero Viejo,” which means “the old man who frequented dances,” was adjusted to
“Balarín Antiguo,” or “the old dancer.”67 Another example can be found in one of Enrique
Santos Discépolo’s well-known tangos, “Yira Yira.” The words “yira…yira” were adjusted to
“dad vueltas…dad vueltas.” This changes the phrase from aimless wandering by a street-dealer
to aimless strolling by a pedestrian.68
The Ley Seca, or Dry Law of 1943, mandated “cleansing policies” to other aspects of
society as well. Radio stations had to be owned by Argentine citizens, and they were required to
play greater amounts of Argentine folk and national music. Soap operas were no longer allowed,
causing the media to lose a core section of its clientele. As this new governmental policy
continued, tango artists became worried about the loss of their heritage. The very foundation of
tango was morphed by politics, losing all the color and character of its past.
La Sociedad Argentina de Autores y Compositores de Música (SADAIC), or Argentine
Society of Musical Authors and Composers, organized a meeting with Perón in 1943 while he
was still director of the Argentina Labor and Social Welfare Department. The notable tangueros
as Enrique Santos Discépolo and Homero Manzi attended, speaking “in great gushes, all the
while gesticulating to make [their] point as if [they] were on stage.”69 Perón seemed to listen
intently to his guests, but he only lifted the social ban years after his inauguration as president.
Meanwhile, he continued to hold threads of this program intact through other avenues.
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Aníbal Carmelo Troilo, or Pichuco, was a bandoneonist, bandleader, and composer who
lived from 1914-1975 in Buenos Aires. Troilo was one of the major promoters of tango danza, or
tango dance music, and he is known today as a master imitator of all styles. When Aníbal Troilo
was a young boy, his family noticed that he was “riveted whenever bandoneonistas played barrio
picnics—‘as if he were hypnotized’.”70 Troilo’s mother responded to his interest by buying him a
bandoneón, an instrument that was becoming a staple in popular tango music, and he began to
practice religiously. Troilo was quickly noticed by established tangueros in his area, and at the
age of sixteen, he was invited to play in the orchestras of tango masters Vardaro and Pugliese.
By 1937, he had formed his own professional group.71
The early years of Troilo’s career ran parallel to the establishment of Peronismo, and his
musical output was not exempt from this influence. Tango, though it had evolved into a lyrical
art form with the emergence of tango canción in the 1930s, became so censored by governmental
policy that it returned to a more simple style. The older style of tango danza emphasized melody
and rhythm over lyrics, and many chose this route to avoid problems with Perón’s programs.
Any brave tango writers that chose to highlight new lyrics did so with a shift in perspective.
Rather than focusing on current subject matter, tango canción during the Perón era displayed
nostalgic scenes from the 1930s or earlier. Donald Castro speculates that, “the tango was robbed
of its currency that had made it so vital in the 1920s and 1930s. The tango authors appeared to
seek the security of the past by turning their backs, at least in their lyric, to the reality about them
and by seeking the security of the barrios of their youth in the 1920s.”72
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Troilo, who was a bandoneón player by trade, chose to build the majority of his
orchestra’s output around tango danza. Nevertheless, he can still be credited to composing music
to “Sur,” one of the most famous tangos of the Perón era. “Sur” was first written as a poem by
Homero Manzi, then presented to Troilo for the music.73 As the two collaborated, Manzi
adjusted the lyrics to match the melodic lines and instrumentation that Troilo desired. The piece
was finally recorded in 1948 on the Victor label. “Sur” was written for the featured singer of
Troilo’s orchestra at that time, the impresario Edmundo Rivero. Fernando Pino Solanas, a
famous Argentine movie director, was among the song’s many fans and he even created a movie
under the same name in 1988.74
“Sur” shows characteristics of tango from the Perón period with the bandoneón
introduction, lyrics that remember scenes from on the past, and dramatic melodic phrasing. The
bandoneón was an instrument that arrived in Buenos Aires via Germany, and it became so
important in tango music that few recordings exist from that time without bandoneón
accompaniment. This instrument consists of seven dual-sonority tones, with fourteen reeds set on
one zinc or aluminum plate. The notes produced by the bandoneón exist in two octaves, and a
musician performs it by pushing or pulling on the bellows to move air through the reeds. The
bandoneón differs from an accordion because there are buttons in place of a piano keyboard and
the fingerings change depending on whether the bellows is extending or closing. The sound is
also darker.75
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By using an improvised bandoneón introduction, Troilo emphasized the importance of
this instrument in tango music. The cousin of the concertina was no longer a novelty instrument
newly arrived in Argentina; it was a key part of tango orchestras. Its flexibility and sonic
presence permanently replaced some early tango instruments, and bandoneón players developed
techniques to emphasize its expressive capability. Aníbal Troilo himself established the
technique of using only one leg to support the instrument, aiding in rhythmic precision and
projection.76
The second element in “Sur” that reflects the Perón era is the lyrics. Notice how the text
is nostalgic but hopeful, as the singer looks back with fondness at a sweet period from his life.

Old San Juan and Boedo street corner, the whole sky
Pompeya and farther down, the floods
Your bride’s loose hair in my memory
And your name floating in the farewell
The blacksmith’s corner, mud and pampa,
Your house, your sidewalk, and the deep ditch
And a scent of weeds and of alfalfa
That fills my heart all over again.
South…a large wall and then…
South…a light from a general store…
You’ll never see me again like you saw me,
Reclined on the glass window
And waiting for you.
I’ll never illuminate with the stars
Our walk without quarrels
On the evenings of Pompeya…
That streets and the suburban moons,
And my love on your window,
All has died, this I know…
San Juan and old Boedo, lost sky,
Pompeya and reaching the embankment,
76
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Your twenty years trembling with affection
Under the kiss I then stole from you.
Nostalgia of things that have past,
Sand that life swept away,
Sorrow of the barrio that has changed,
And bitterness of a dream that died.77

Finally, beyond “Sur’s” showcasing of the bandoneón and use of nostalgic lyrics, one
more element exists that may be less obvious, though equally important. Even though tango
music of the mid-1940s seemed to look backwards with its thematic focus and formal structure,
music from the Peronismo period depended on a growing body of professional performers.
Aníbal Troilo’s fluid technique and sensitive musicality blended well with his colleagues, and he
was one of many artists from this period who showcased their work in larger venues. As
bandoneonists, singers, violinists, bass players, and poets adhered to a higher standard of
playing, the musical aspects of tango flourished. The establishment of a pool of professional
tangueros, along with a necessity to extend beyond traditional means to accomplish expression,
inspired a new and unorthodox approach to tango. This approach, known today as tango nuevo,
was just beginning to appear when the Perón presidency came to an end.
The following page contains the Mark Wyman lead sheet for “Sur” in Figure 5.1. A
transcription of Roberto Goyeneche and Aníbal Troilo’s78 performance follows in Figure 5.2.
“Sur” is a representative example of the nostalgic romanticism that arose in mid-century tango,
and it demonstrates the polish expected from tango music in its mature years. This recording was
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made in 1972, which was thirty years after Troilo had been performing it regularly in live
shows.79
Compared to The Tango Fake Book, Goyeneche’s transcription varies in similar ways to
Carlos Gardel’s “Por una Cabeza.” Goyeneche, like Gardel, uses a great deal of rubato,
dynamics, and triplet subdivision that changes the piece from its original form. Unlike Gardel
though, Goyeneche was not afraid to stretch “Sur” to the limit. In this recording, he takes
liberties in rhythmic interpretation, frequently uses glissando to connect notes, and draws upon a
more expansive palette for articulations. Troilo’s orchestra also provides a stable support for the
soloist, which is quite a feat with all the variations in tempo.
The most noticeable difference between the lead sheet and transcription of “Sur” is the
rhythmic adjustment. The first measure of the second transcription uses a quarter note, followed
by a triplet, which is tied to a quarter note-triplet combination. In comparison, the pickup
measure of the lead sheet interprets this passage as a collection of five sixteenth notes. In
measures 24-27, Goyeneche uses triplets, sixteenth notes, a dotted eighth note, and rests of
varying rhythmic values. In The Tango Fake Book, the corresponding measures only contain
sixteenth notes and a dotted eighth-sixteenth figure. Combined with a rubato tempo that slows
down and speeds up throughout the phrases, this adjustment of rhythm differs greatly from the
sixteenth notes originally notated.
Along with rhythmic adjustment, glissandi and articulation in Goyeneche’s interpretation
differ from the lead sheet. Many of these inflections are unique to Goyeneche and they
demonstrate his personal interpretative approach. Glissandi surface in measures 11, 17, 18, 34,
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and 35. The final measures, namely 34-36, contain the greatest collection of glissandi because he
uses them frequently to connect notes together.
In the same way that glissandi are being used to connect notes, articulation can be heard
separating them. Articulation, which is related to vowels and consonants in the lyrics as well as
the musical notes, gives a heightened punch to the melody when Goyeneche emphasizes words.
In measure 13, the articulation on the last beat’s triplets is especially noticeable. This
corresponds with the lyrics “perfume de yuyos,” which means “the scent of weeds” in English.
In the Spanish language, the consonants “r” and “p” are naturally strong in nature, with “r” being
rolled on the top of the mouth. Goyeneche brings out the natural accent of these letters by
emphasizing their pronunciation.
In “Sur,” Goyeneche’s rhythmic adjustment, syllable-based articulation, and glissandi
add to an already large collection of effects used by singers in the mid-century tango. For
additional listening, recommended artists are Edmundo Rivero (the singer who premiered this
piece), Trío Carla Algeri and Julio Sosa.
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Figure 5.1: The Tango Fake Book lead sheet of “Sur.”
© 2006 Mark Wyman/Delf Music. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Delf Music.
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Figure 5.2: Transcription of “Sur” performed by Roberto Goyeneche.
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CHAPTER 6
BALADA PARA UN LOCO (BALLAD FOR A CRAZY PERSON)

The government led by Juan Perón from 1946-55 focused on fortifying the working class.
Despite Perón’s noble goal of treating people equally and decently, internal problems weakened
the system and caused friction with opposing groups. This included corruption in the
government, deficit spending, an imbalance of supply and demand, and a severely inflated
economy. In 1952 alone, it is estimated that 40,000 textile workers and 25,000 meat workers
were laid off from their jobs.80 In what was becoming a fateful pattern in Argentine history, a
military coup overthrew the government. This was a bloody event, with Peronist and antiPeronist demonstrators crowding the streets. One hundred and fifty-six people from the Peronist
party were killed in June of 1955, as they marched to halt what was had been coined the
“Revolución Libertadora.”
Perón was forced to flee the country and General Aramburu ascended to the presidency.
The role of president was barely more than a name because the position passed between
competing factions of the military for the next fifteen years. As the economy continued its
downward spiral, the military fought to maintain control over the lives of its citizens. A new
generation of students protested the decrepit state of the nation, begging for the return of a man
who their elders had fought to eradicate. Argentina’s military government handled outbursts by
violently silencing their opponents in events such as the Cordobazo massacre, where 60 were
killed, and the Night of the Pencils, where 30 students were hospitalized and 200 jailed.81
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After various failed attempts by the government at “elections,”82 Perón was finally
brought back as president in 1973 with a sweeping win of legitimately democratic elections. This
win was bittersweet. He only lived one year past his inauguration. Following Perón’s demise, the
country suffered the worst military regime to date. Terror tactics, murder, and dictatorship
encompassed all aspects of society.
Astor Piazzolla was a bandoneonist, composer, and musician who lived from
1921-1992. According to the Julio Nudler, a contributing writer for Todotango.com, he was “not
only the most renowned tango musician in the world but also, a composer chosen by
internationally noted concert players, chamber groups, and symphonic orchestras.”83
Compositionally, Piazzolla revolutionized tango by stretching its boundaries into the world of
classical music. These new sounds caught the attention of an audience who had not previously
come in contact with tango.
Piazzolla spent the majority of his childhood in New York. At age sixteen, his parents
moved back to Mar del Plata, a city that lies southeast of Buenos Aires. After two years of
listening to tango and sitting in with bands who visited Mar del Plata, Piazzolla attracted the
attention of Miguel Caló, who invited him to play as a bandoneonist in his tango orchestra in
Buenos Aires.84 After some time working as a freelance musician, Piazzolla was able to secure a
gig with Aníbal Troilo’s orchestra. Piazzolla experimented with arrangements for the group
during this apprenticeship, much to Troilo’s consternation. He also was able to mingle with some
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of tango’s leading figures, such as Enrique Santos Discépolo. In 1943, Piazzolla left Troilo’s
orchestra to pursue other avenues.
After collaborating with the singer Francisco Fiorentino and other musicians from
Buenos Aires, Piazzolla formed his own tango orchestra in 1946. Nine years later, Piazzolla was
granted a scholarship to study with Nadia Boulanger at the Paris Conservatoire.85 This was a
defining moment of his career. Boulanger encouraged him to explore his personal voice through
bandoneón and tango, rather than simply emulate other musicians.
From this time on, Piazzolla securely established his position as an innovator of tango by
experimenting with instrumentation, form, style, rhythm, harmony, and melodic lines. Piazzolla
eliminated the need for a singer, abandoned tango-dance as the central purpose of music, rejected
the “showbiz” element of tango, used noise as a viable aspect in composition, incorporated nontraditional instruments in tango music, allowed improvisational moments, and included
polyphony and extended harmony.86 Tango criollo, tango canción, and tango danza were no
longer adequate names to describe music that was arising from this composer’s pen. For lack of a
more descriptive title, his compositional style was simply titled tango nuevo, or new tango.
The definition of tango nuevo can contain any of the above elements, in any manner of
combinations. Tango nuevo provoked anger and disapproval from traditional tangueros. These
musicians opened a great chasm between themselves and Piazzolla, voicing criticism without
hesitation. A hint of this animosity can be found in Osvaldo Rossler’s Protoganistas del Tango,
when he declares, “tango can resist and absorb your [Piazzolla’s] influences, even when they are
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considered homicidal tendencies against the genre.”87 In response to this, Piazzolla delivered
cutting statements such as, “my critics prefer a very simple style I would call music with no
fundamentals, badly written music. It is the music of non-thinkers. And I write music for people
who think.”88
This “music for people who think” takes an ironic shape in “Balada para un Loco.” The
text in “Balada para un Loco” reflects the instability of Argentina during the period from 19551973; it draws the listener into the mind of a crazy person. With the chaos of military takeovers
and a growing sense of inability to change the endless cycle of oppression, this piece escapes
reality for a guilty pleasure: art for the sake of art alone.

(Spoken)
The afternoons in Buenos Aires have this…well you
know?
You leave your house down Arenales Avenue.
The usual: on the street and in me…
Then suddenly, from behind a tree, he shows up.
Rare mix of the next to last tramp and the first stowaway
on a trip to Venus:
a half melon on the head,
a striped shirt painted on the skin,
two leather shoes nailed to the feet and a taxi-for-hire flag
up in each hand.
Ha ha! But only I can see him: because he moves among
the people and the mannequins wink at him,
The traffic signals flash him three celestial lights and the
oranges at the corner grocery stand cast their
blossoms at him.
And like this, half dancing, half flying, he removes the
melon to greet me.
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He gives me a little flag and he tells me…
(Sung)
I know I’m crazy, crazy, crazy…
don’t you see the moon rolling through Callao;89
a second line of astronauts and children waltz,
dancing around me…Dance! Come! Fly!
I know I’m crazy, I’m crazy, I’m crazy…
I see Buenos Aires from a sparrow’s nest;
and I saw you so sad…Come! Fly! Feel!
the crazy desire I have for you:
Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
As darkness sets in your porteña90 loneliness,
by the shores of your bedsheet I’ll come with a poem
and a trombone to keep your heart sleepless.
Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Like a demented acrobat I’ll dive,
into the abyss of your cleavage ‘till I feel
I drove your heart crazy with freedom.
You’ll see!
(Recited)
And, so saying, the crazy invites me to ride in his super
sport illusion,
and we’re going to run over the cornices with a swallow
in the engine!
From Vieytes91 they applaud: “Hooray! Hooray!”
the nuts who invented Love, and an angel, a soldier
and a girl give us a dancing waltz.
The beautiful people come out to say hello.
And the crazy, my crazy, I don’t know!; he causes a
stridency of bells with his laugh,
and finally, he looks at you, and sings softly
(Sung)
Love me this way, crazy, crazy, crazy…
climb up into my insane tenderness,
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don this wig of larks on your head and fly!
Fly with me now! Come! Fly! Come!
Love me the way I am, crazy, crazy, crazy…
open up your love, we are going to attempt the crazy
magic of reviving…
Come, fly, come! Trai-lai-lai-larara!
(Yelling)
Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!
Crazy him and crazy me…
Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Crazy him and crazy me.92
Beyond lyrics, another important aspect of this piece that draws it firmly into the tango
nuevo genre is the use of waltz time. The vast majority of tango music is in 2/4, 4/8, or 4/4
because the dance naturally fits in this meter. From 1920, as tango canción and tango danza
grew in popularity, the music slowed to accommodate more quarter-note based rhythms.93 This
made it possible for “Balada para un Loco” to expand the definition of acceptable meters,
including triple and compound time signatures.
With unusual time signature and chaos-influenced subject matter, “Balada para un Loco”
is a representation of the various forms that tango nuevo could hold. Like the influence that
Beethoven had on symphonic repertoire, Piazzolla’s influence on tango completely redefined the
musical genre.
Though “Balada para un Loco” was first written for Amelita Baltar, two versions of this
piece exist today. One is for female voice and one is for male voice. The biggest difference is the
male version is written in the first person, while the female is written in the third person. The
female rendition of “Balada para un Loco,” is presented in The Tango Fake Book lead sheet in
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Figure 6.1, followed by Amelita Baltar’s94 performance in Figure 6.2. Obvious structural aspects
differentiate “Balada para un Loco” from the other tangos, such as the 3/4 meter. When
comparing the lead sheet to the Baltar transcription, the primary differences can be heard in
Baltar’s vocalizations, tone quality, and rhythmic flexibility. Baltar also uses loud and soft
dynamics to bring out the drama of the lyrics.
Rhythmic flexibility and use of triplets is a common technique used by many tango
singers, from Gardel to Goyeneche. Drawing from that heritage, Baltar also uses triplets in
measures 23-28. The unusual part about this transcription, though, is the way Baltar employs
rhythmic devices beyond the now-established tanguero style. To understand this, one must look
into the singer’s musical origins.
Amelita Baltar was not raised in the Río de la Plata tango scene like many of her
contemporaries. Rather, she spent the early part of her professional career performing Argentine
folklore, a lucrative business during the Perón era. At age twenty-two, she began touring with the
vocal folklore group Quinteto Sombras.95 The young mezzo-soprano met Astor Piazzolla by
chance at a festival and soon after was asked to premier his tango opera, María de Buenos
Aires.96 She was a frequent collaborator with Piazzolla and the poet Horacio Ferrer. All three
artists believed in, and promoted, Piazzolla’s unorthodox tango nuevo style.
Baltar’s origins as an Argentine folklore singer explain the less polished approach she
had in comparison to her predecessors. Her rhythms can be difficult to transcribe because they
often hover between two rhythmic values. For Baltar, phrases can contain any combination of
rhythmic values, such as the phrase in measures 34-38. It begins with a dotted sixteenth note,
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followed by a quarter, an eighth-triplet rest, a triplet, an eighth rest, and two sixteenth notes.
Combined with the natural rubato that many tango singers employ, Baltar’s rhythmic choices
quickly eclipse the simplicity found in Wyman’s lead sheet.
Along with rhythm, Baltar’s unique vocalizations emphasize her background in folklore
music. These have been notated in the transcription as either grace notes or “falls.” In measure
23, a grace note that begins on the note A jumps quickly to an E but the beginning note, or A, is
not necessarily as important as the motion it creates. This is the vocal equivalent of a flick of the
wrist. More grace note vocalizations can be observed in measures 31, 32, 41, and 44 with similar
effects.
Falls appear when Baltar does not cut off the sound of a note, but rather lets it fall to an
indeterminate tone. The “falls” have been notated in this transcription as a displaced slur. These
vocalizations imitate speech more than trained singing, and it gives the melody an organic, raw
sound. Baltar uses falls in measures 29, 30, 35, and 50.
Like Gardel and Goyeneche, Amelita Baltar uses dynamics to emphasize the meaning of
the lyrics. Because of her folk-inspired approach, the forte section contains an edge that
protrudes sharply from the texture in measure 47. Baltar avoids vibrato and instead uses a half
spoken, half sung approach. Rather than sailing operatic lines, she whispers and shouts the
musings of a crazy person.
“Balada para un Loco” effectively turned its back on established tango tradition. This
piece was grudgingly accepted by conservative factions of the tango school, while Piazzolla’s
popularity assisted in its acceptance outside of Argentina. For further study, recommended artists
are Roberto Goyeneche, Adriana Varela, and Maria Ilva Biolcati (more commonly known as
Milva).
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Figure 6.1: The Tango Fake Book lead sheet of “Balada Para Un Loco.”
© 2006 Mark Wyman/Delf Music. International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Delf Music.
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Figure 6.2: Transcription of “Balada para un Loco” performed by Amelita Baltar.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

When performing tango, trained musicians often interpret the music in a style that is
familiar to them, such as jazz or classical music. This may be a starting point, but there is more
to tango than another genre’s characteristics. Tango music has a rich history that encompasses
the depths of human expression from the unique perspective of a tanguero. It tells stories of
corruption, sex, nostalgia, addiction, and bliss in a way that cannot be understood by any other
description than its own.
By providing the historical and social background of Argentina in the twentieth-century,
biographies of composers, information that differentiates tango pieces from each other, and
recommended recordings, the expressive capabilities of tango become easier to convey. Lead
sheets in The Tango Fake Book are no longer a collection of predictable sixteenth notes
separated by rests. Instead they are a complex collection of rhythms, articulations, and dynamics
that change with each performance. Tango music, with its diverse origins and rich history, has
much to offer the realm of art music.
The information provided in this project, along with other tango resources, should help
musicians present authentic tango performances. Through the lens of five historically
representative pieces from Argentina’s musical history, “El Choclo,” “La Cumparsita,” “Por una
Cabeza,” “Sur,” and “Balada para un Loco,” tango interpretation is no longer a mystery hidden
within the Spanish-speaking culture. It is the hope that the information presented in this
document will encourage artists to search out and understand the complexities of tango music,
then to share that knowledge with the world.
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APPENDIX
ORIGINAL SPANISH LYRICS WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION
“El Choclo”
Lyrics by Ángel Villoldo
De un grano nace la planta
que más tarde nos da el choclo
por eso de la garganta
dijo que estaba humilloso.
Y yo como no soy otro
más que un tanguero de fama
murmuro con alborozo
está muy de la banana.

From a grain, is born the plant
That much later gives us corn.
Because of this, from the throat
He said that he was humble.
And since I am nothing
More than a famous tanguero,
I murmur joyfully
Of its importance.

Hay choclos que tienen
las espigas de oro
que son las que adoro
con tierna pasión,
cuando trabajando
llenito de abrojos
estoy con rastrojos
como humilde peón.

The corn cobs that they have
With ears of gold.
These are the ones that I adore
With tender passion.
When working
Full of thorns
I am in stubble
Like a humble worker.

De lavada enrubia
en largas quedejas
contemplo parejas
si es como crecer,
con esos bigotes
que la tierra virgen
al noble paisano
le suele ofrecer.

Of washed blondness
In long strands
I contemplate pairs.
If it is like growing
With this moustache
That the virgin ground
Who, to the noble countrymen
Is so often used to providing.

A veces el choclo
asa en los fogones
calma las pasiones
y dichas de amor,
cuando algún paisano
lo está cocinando
y otro está cebando
un buen cimarrón.

Sometimes the corn
Here in the hearths
Calms the passions
And professions of love
As some countrymen
Are cooking it.
Meanwhile another is preparing
A good mate.
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Luego que la humita
está preparada
bajo la enramada
se oye un pericón,
y junto al alero,
de un rancho deshecho
surge de algún pecho
la alegre canción.

Later, when the humita
Is prepared
Underneath the canopy
The pericón is heard.
And together along the edge
Of a neglected shelter
Arises from a chest
This joyful song.
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“El Choclo”
Lyrics by Marambio Catán

Vieja milonga que en mis horas de tristeza
traes a mi mente tu recuerdo cariñoso
y, encadenándome a tus notas dulcemente,
siento que el alma se me encoje poco a
poco;
recuerdo triste de un pasado que en mi vida
dejo una página de sangre escrita a mano
y que se ha llevado como cruz de mi
martirio
aunque mi carga infame me llene de dolor.

Old milonga that in my hours of sadness
Brings to my mind an affectionate
reminiscence
And chaining me to your notes sweetly
I feel my soul shrinking little by little
Sad memory of a past, that in my life
Left a bloody page written by hand
And has taken away the cross of my torture
Although my infamous burden fills me with
pain

Hoy que los años han blanqueado ya mis
sienes, y que en mi pecho solo anida la
tristeza
como una luz que ilumina en el sendero
llegan tus notas de melódica belleza.

Now that the years have whitened my
temples
In my chest, only sadness nests
Like a light that illuminates the path
Your notes of melodic beauty reach me.

Tango querido, Viejo tango que me
embargas con la cadencia de tu música
sentida
quiero morir bajo el arrullo de tus quejas,
cantando mis querellas, llorando mi dolor
recuerdo aquella época, tan linda que se fué

Dear tango, old tango that seizes me
With the cadence of your felt music
I want to die by the cooing of your sorrows
Singing my laments, crying my pain
Remembering this time, so pretty that it has
gone away
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“La Cumparsita”
Lyrics by Gerardo Rodríguez
La cumparsa
de miserias sin fín
desfila,
en torno de aquel ser
enfermo,
que pronto ha de morir
de pena.
Por eso es que en su lecho
solloza acongojado,
recordando el pasado
que lo hace padecer.

The parade
Of endless miseries
Marches
Around him, in a state
Of sickness.
He, who should soon die
Of grief.
This is why, in his bed,
He sobs with anguish.
Remembering the past
Causes him suffering.

Abandonó a su viejita.
Que quedó desamparada.
Y loco de pasión,
ciego de amor,
corrió
tras de su amada,
que era linda, era hechicera,
de lujuria era una flor,
que burló su querer
hasta que se cansó
y por otro lo dejó.

He abandoned his mother
Who was helpless.
And, crazy with passion,
Possessed by love,
Ran
After his beloved
Who was beautiful, who was bewitching.
She was the flower of lust
That deceived his love
Until she grew tired
And left him for another.

Largo tiempo
después, cayó al hogar
materno.
Para poder curar
su enfermo
y herido corazón.
Y supo
que su viejita santa
la que él había dejado,
el invierno pasado
de frío se murió.

A long time afterwards,
He returned to
His childhood home
To be able to heal
His sick
And wounded heart.
And he found
That his holy mother
Whom he abandoned
Had died of cold
The winter before.

Hoy ya solo abandonado,
a lo triste de su suerte
ansioso espera la muerte,
que bien pronto ha de llegar.

Now he is completely alone
The sad path of his destiny
Anxiously waiting for death
That should arrive quickly.
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Y entre la triste frialdad
que lenta invade el corazón
sintió la cruda sensación
de su maldad.

And within the sad coldness
That slowly invaded his heart
He felt the crude sensation
Of his wickedness.

Entre sombras
se le oye respirar
sufriente,
al que antes de morir
sonríe,
porque una dulce paz le llega.
Sintió que desde el cielo
la madrecita buena
mitigando sus penas
sus culpas perdonó.

In the shadows
His anguished breath is heard
To which
Before dying,
He smiles
Because a sweet peace is coming
He felt that from heaven
The good mother
Mitigated his pain
By forgiving his transgression.
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“Por una Cabeza”
Lyrics by Carlos Gardel
Por una cabeza
de un noble potrillo
que justo en la raya
afloja al llegar,
y que al regresar
parece decir:
No olvidés, hermano
vos sabés, no hay que jugar.

Losing by the head
of a noble horse
Who slackens
just down the stretch
And when it comes back
it seems to say:
Don’t forget, brother,
You know you shouldn’t bet.

Por una cabeza,
metejón de un día
de aquella coqueta
y burlona mujer,
que al jurar sonriendo
el amor que está mintiendo,
quema en una hoguera
todo mi querer.

Losing by a head,
instant violent love
Of that flirtatious
and cheerful woman
Who, swearing with a smile
A love she’s lying about,
Burns in a blaze
all my love.

Por una cabeza,
todas las locuras.
Su boca que besa,
borra la tristeza,
calma la amargura.

Losing by a head
There was all that madness;
Her mouth in a kiss
Wipes out the sadness,
It soothes the bitterness.

Por una cabeza,
si ella me olvida
que importa perderme
mil veces la vida,
para qué vivir.

Losing by a head
If she forgets me,
No matter to lose
My life a thousand times;
In order to live.

Cuantos desengaños,
por una cabeza.
Yo jugué mil veces,
no vuelvo a insistir.
Pero si un mirar
me hiere al pasar,
sus labios de fuego
otra vez quiero besar.

Many deceptions,
losing by a head…
I swore a thousand times
not to insist again
But if a look sways me
as she passes by
Her lips of fire,
I want to kiss once more.
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Basta de carreras,
se acabó la timba.
¡Un final reñido
ya no vuelvo a ver!
Pero si algún pingo
llego a ser fija el domingo,
yo me juego entero.
¡Qué le voy a hacer…!

Enough of race tracks,
no more gambling,
A challenging finish
I’m not watching again,
But if a pony
looks like a sure thing on Sunday
I’ll bet everything again,
What else can I do?
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“Sur”
Lyrics by Homero Manzi
San Juan y Boedo Antigua y todo el cielo,

y un perfume de yuyos y de alfalfa
que me llena de nuevo el corazón.

Old San Juan and Boedo street corner, the
whole sky
Pompeya and farther down, the floods
Your bride’s loose hair in my memory
And your name floating in the farewell
The blacksmith’s corner, mud and pampa,
Your house, your sidewalk, and the deep
ditch
And a scent of weeds and of alfalfa
That fills my heart all over again.

Sur…paredón y después…
Sur…una luz de almacén…
Ya nunca me verás como me vieras,
recostado en la vidriera
y esperándote,
ya nunca alumbraré con las estrellas
nuestra marcha sin querellas

South…a large wall and then…
South…a light from a general store…
You’ll never see me again like you saw me,
Reclined on the glass window
And waiting for you.
I’ll never illuminate with the stars
Our walk without quarrels

por las noches de Pompeya.
Las calles y las lunas suburbanas
y mi amor en tu ventana
todo ha muerto, ya lo sé.

On the evenings of Pompeya…
That streets and the suburban moons,
And my love on your window,
All has died, this I know…

San Juan y Boedo Antigua, cielo perdido,
Pompeya y, al llegar al terraplén,
tus veinte años temblando de cariño
bajo el beso que entonces te robé.
Nostalgia de las cosas que han pasado,
arena que la vida se llevó,
pesadumbre del barrio que ha cambiado
y amargura del sueño que murió.

San Juan and Old Boedo, lost sky,
Pompeya and reaching the embankment,
Your twenty years trembling with affection
Under the kiss I then stole from you.
Nostalgia of things that have past,
Sand that life swept away,
Sorrow of the barrio that has changed,
And bitterness of a dream that died.

Pompeya y, mas allá, la inundación,
tu melena de novia en el recuerdo,
y tu nombre flotando en el adiós…
La esquina del herrero barro y pampa,
tu casa, tu vereda y el zanjón
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“Balada para un Loco” (female)
Lyrics by Horacio Ferrer

Recitado

Recited

Las tardecitas de Buenos Aires tienen
ese que se yo, viste?
Salís de tu casa por Arenales.

The afternoons in Buenos Aires
have this... well, you know?
You leave your house down Arenales
Avenue.
The usual: on the street and in me...
Then suddenly, from behind a tree,
he shows up.
Rare mix of the next to last tramp
and the first stowaway on a trip to Venus:

Lo de siempre: en la calle y en mí...
Cuando de repente, detras de un árbol,
se aparece él.
Mezcla rara de penúltimo linyera
y de primer polizonte en el viaje a Venus:
medio melón en la cabeza,
las rayas de la camisa pintadas en la piel,
dos medias suelas clavadas en los pies
y una banderita de taxi libre levantada en
cada mano.
¡Ja, ja! Parece que sólo yo lo veo.
Porque él pasa entre la gente,
y los maniquíes le guiñan;
los semáforos le dan tres luces celestes,

a half melon on the head,
a striped shirt painted on the skin,
two leather soles nailed to the feet,
and a taxi-for-hire flag up in each hand.

y las naranjas del frutero de la esquina
le tiran azahares.
Y así, medio bailando y medio volando,
se saca el melón, me saluda, me
regala una banderita, y me dice...

Ha ha! But only I can see him:
because he moves among the people
and the mannequins wink at him,
the traffic signals flash him three celestial
lights
and the oranges at the corner grocery stand
cast their blossoms at him.
And like this, half dancing, half flying,
he removes the melon to greet me.
He gives me a little flag and he tells me...

Cantado

Sung

Ya sé que estoy piantao, piantao, piantao...
No ves que va la Luna rodando por Callao;

l know I'm crazy, crazy, crazy...
don't you see the moon rolling through
Callao;
a second line of astronauts and children
waltz,
dancing around me... Dance! Come! Fly!

que un corso de astronautas y niños, con un
vals,
me baila alrededor... Bailá! Vení! Volá!
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Ya sé que estoy piantao, piantao, piantao...
Yo miro a Buenos Aires del nido de un
gorrión;
y a vos te ví tan triste... Vení! Volá! Sentí!...
el loco berretín que tengo para vos:

I know I'm crazy, I'm crazy, I'm crazy...
I see Buenos Aires from a sparrow's nest;

Loco! Loco! Loco!
Cuando anochezca en tu porteña soledad,
por la ribera de tu sabana vendré
con un poema y un trombón
a desvelarte el corazón.

Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
As darkness sets in your porteña loneliness,
by the shores of your bedsheet I'll come
with a poem and a trombone
to keep your heart sleepless.

Loco! Loco! Loco!
Como un acróbata demente saltaré,
sobre el abismo de tu escote hasta sentir
que enloquecí tu corazon de libertad...
Ya vas a ver!

Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Like a demented acrobat I'll dive,
into the abyss of your cleavage 'till I feel
I drove your heart crazy with freedom.
You'll see!

Recitado

Recited

Y, así diciendo, El loco me convida
A andar en su ilusión super-sport,
y vamos a correr por las cornisas
¡con una golondrina en el motor!

And so saying, the crazy invites me
to ride on his super sport illusion,
and we're going to run over the cornices
with a swallow in the engine!

De Vieytes nos aplauden: “Viva! Viva!”
los locos que inventaron el Amor;
y un ángel y un soldado y una niña
nos dan un valsecito bailador.

From Vieytes they applaud: "Hooray!
Hooray!"
the nuts who invented Love,
and an angel, a soldier and a girl
give us a dancing waltz.

Nos sale a saludar la gente linda...
Y el loco, loco mío, ¡qué sé yo!,
provoca campanarios con su risa,
y al fin, me mira, y canta a media voz:

The beautiful people come out to say hello.
And the crazy, my crazy, I don't know!;
he causes a stridency of bells with his laugh,
and finally, he looks at you, and sings softly

Cantado

Sung

Quereme así, piantao, piantao, piantao...
Trepate a esa ternura de locos que hay en
mí,
ponete esa peluca de alondras, y volá!
Vola conmigo ya! Vení, volá, vení!

Love me this way, crazy, crazy, crazy...
climb up into my insane tenderness,

and I saw you so sad... Come! Fly! Feel!...
the crazy desire I have for you:

don a wig of larks on your head and fly!
Fly with me now! Come! Fly! Come!
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Quereme así, piantao, piantao, piantao...
Abrite los amores que vamos a intentar
la mágica locura total de revivir...

Love me the way I am, crazy, crazy, crazy...
open up your love, we are going to attempt
the crazy magic of reviving...

Vení, volá, vení! Trai-lai-lai-larara!

Come, fly, come! Trai-lai-lai-larara!

Gritado

Yelling

¡Viva! ¡Viva! ¡Viva!
¡Loco él y loca yo!
¡Locos! ¡Locos! ¡Locos!
¡Loco él y loca yo!

Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!
Crazy him and crazy me...
Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Crazy him and crazy me.
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“Balada para un Loco” (male)
Lyrics by Horacio Ferrer
Recitado

Recited

Las tardecitas de Buenos Aires tienen
ese que se yó, viste?
Salís de tu casa por Arenales.

The afternoons in Buenos Aires
have this... well, you know?
You leave your house down Arenales
Avenue.
The usual: on the street and in you...
Then suddenly, from behind a tree,
I show up.
Rare mix of the next to last tramp
and the first stowaway on a trip to Venus:

Lo de siempre: en la calle y en vos...
Cuando de repente, detras de un árbol,
me aparezco yo.
Mezcla rara de penúltimo linyera
y de primer polizonte en el viaje a Venus:
medio melón en la cabeza,
las rayas de la camisa pintadas en la piel,
dos medias suelas clavadas en los pies
y una banderita de taxi libre levantada en
cada mano.
¡Te reís!...Pero solo vos me ves:
Porque los maniquíes me guiñan;
los semáforos me dan tres luces celestes,
y las naranjas del frutero de la esquina
me tiran azahares.
¡Vení! que así, medio bailando y medio
volando,
Me saco el melón para saludarte
Te regalo una banderita, y te digo…

a half melon on the head,
a striped shirt painted on the skin,
two leather soles nailed to the feet,
and a taxi-for-hire flag up in each hand.
You laugh! But only you can see me:
because the mannequins wink at me,
the traffic signals flash me three celestial
lights
and the oranges at the corner grocery stand
cast their blossoms at me.
Come like this! Half dancing, half flying,
I remove the melon to greet you.
I give you a little flag and tell you…

Cantado

Sung

Ya sé que estoy piantao, piantao, piantao...
No ves que va la luna rodando por Callao;

l know I'm crazy, crazy, crazy...
Don't you see the moon rolling through
Callao;
a second line of astronauts and children
waltz,
dancing around me... Dance! Come! Fly!

que un corso de astronautas y niños, con un
vals,
me baila alrededor... Bailá! Vení! Volá!
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Yo sé que estoy piantao, piantao, piantao...
Yo miro a Buenos Aires del nido de un
gorrión;
y a vos te ví tan triste... Vení! Volá! Sentí!...
el loco berretín que tengo para vos:

I know I'm crazy, I'm crazy, I'm crazy...
I see Buenos Aires from a sparrow's nest;

Loco! Loco! Loco!
Cuando anochezca en tu porteña soledad,
por la ribera de tu sábana vendré
con un poema y un trombón
a desvelarte el corazón.

Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
As darkness sets in your porteña loneliness,
by the shores of your bedsheet I'll come
with a poem and a trombone
to keep your heart sleepless.

Loco! Loco! Loco!
Como un acróbata demente saltaré,
sobre el abismo de tu escote hasta sentir
que enloquecí tu corazon de libertad...
Ya vas a ver!

Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Like a demented acrobat I'll dive,
into the abyss of your cleavage 'till I feel
I drove your heart crazy with freedom.
You'll see!

Recitado

Recited

Salgamos a volar, querida mía;
subite a mi ilusión super-sport,
y vamos a correr por las cornisas
¡con una golondrina en el motor!

Let’s go flying, my dear
climb into my super sport illusion,
and we're going to run over the cornices
with a swallow in the engine!

De Vieytes nos aplauden: “Viva! Viva!”
los locos que inventaron el Amor;
y un ángel y un soldado y una niña
nos dan un valsecito bailador.

From Vieytes they applaud: "Hooray!
Hooray!"
the nuts who invented Love,
and an angel, a soldier, and a girl
give us a dancing waltz.

Nos sale a saludar la gente linda...
Y loco, pero tuyo, ¡qué sé yo!,
provoco campanarios con la risa,
y al fin, te miro, y canto a media voz:

The beautiful people come out to say hello.
And crazy, but yours, I don't know!;
I cause a stridency of bells with my laugh,
and finally, I look at you, and sing softly

Cantado

Sung

Quereme así, piantao, piantao, piantao...
Trepate a esa ternura de locos que hay en
mí,
ponete esa peluca de alondras, y volá!
Volá conmigo ya! Vení, volá, vení!

Love me this way I am, crazy, crazy, crazy...
climb up into my insane tenderness,

and I saw you so sad... Come! Fly! Feel!...
the crazy desire I have for you:

don a wig of larks on your head and fly!
Fly with me now! Come! Fly! Come!
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Quereme así, piantao, piantao, piantao...
Abrite los amores que vamos a intentar
la mágica locura total de revivir...

Love me the way I am, crazy, crazy, crazy...
open up your love, we are going to attempt
the crazy magic of reviving...

Vení, volá, vení! Trai-lai-lai-larara!

Come , fly , come! Trai-lai-lai-larara!

Gritado

Yelling

¡Viva! ¡Viva! ¡Viva!
¡Loco ella y loca yo!
¡Locos! ¡Locos! ¡Locos!
¡Loco ella y loca yo!

Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!
Crazy him and crazy me...
Crazy! Crazy! Crazy!
Crazy him and crazy me.
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